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is the felt drive to do something, whereas a 'propensity* is the innate
basis of that drive. Thus a tendency is "an active energy directed
towards a goal," and a propensity is "any part of the innate constitu-
tion whose nature and function it is to generate upon occasion an
active tendency." According to this usage, a tendency is a fact of
experience, while a propensity is the fact of mental structure deter-
mining that experience: a tendency is a propensity in action, and a
propensity is a latent tendency. The tendency is observed and the
existence of the corresponding propensity is inferred.
We are, then, to believe that man is constituted so that he must
actively pursue certain natural goals * the attainment of which
satisfies his needs; and that the motive force of such activity lies in
the innate propensities, which we might describe as specializations or
differentiations of horme.
Now, both animals and men are given the means of reaching these
goals: they are endowed with various abilities which may be divided
into two main classes—(a) abilities to perceive certain things, or
perceptual abilities, and (b) abilities to perform certain actions, or
motor abilities. The abilities are there in the service of the propen-
sities, and it is fundamental to realize that the motives of behaviour
are the latter, not the former. In the case of the lower animals each
propensity is closely and exclusively linked with or geared to special
perceptual and motor abilities, resulting in a stereotyped mode of
behaviour under certain environmental conditions: such behaviour
is by common consent spoken of as * instinctive.' But in man there
is little trace of any such special relations; it is difficult to find any
train of activity that is the peculiar expression of one propensity.
Man is free to utilize any or all of his abilities in attaining the goals
of his propensities, which are recognizable only through the nature
of these goals.
If by instinctive behaviour we mean the pursuit of certain natural
goals, then man's behaviour may be described in terms of instinct;
if, on the other hand, by instinctive behaviour we mean certain
stereotyped, predetermined activities, then man's behaviour may not
be so described. Since the words * instinct* and 'instinctive* seem to
have the latter meaning so firmly attached to them, we should do
well to avoid then: use and state the doctrine in terms of propensities,
tendencies, and abilities. The present writer, however, maintains
his unshakable conviction that it is of the very essence of human
nature to strive towards certain goals in common with all other
members of the human species.
1 These natural goals arc indicated at pp. 59-62 of the present work.

